Stochastic dominance has been shown to be theoretically superior to mean variance (MV) analysis because it considers the entire return distribution and is based on minimally-restrictive assumptions regarding investor motives. This study uses stochastic dominance to examine whether adding internationally-based assets to a wholly-domestic portfolio generates diversification benefits. In contrast to previous MV findings, a New Zealand-only portfolio stochastically dominates four internationally-diversified portfolios across all periods considered. Similarly, the least internationally-diversified portfolio persistently dominates more diversified counterparts. Within-portfolio analysis supports the fundamental precept of finance theory showing that in the Asian Crisis period, the least risky/lowest return weighting schemes dominate those with a greater risk or higher return characteristic.
I. Introduction
A tenet of modern financial theory related to the pioneering works of Markowitz (1952 Markowitz ( , 1959 ) is that portfolio investments should be diversified to achieve the most favorable tradeoff between risk and return. A great deal of research has been done on the diversification benefits achievable via international investment, see for example, Levy and Sarnat (1970) , Solnik (1974) , Lessard (1976) and Eun and Resnick (1994) .
However, as world capital markets become increasingly more integrated, a question arises as to whether the gains from international diversification still exist.
Another critical and important issue regarding international diversification is the appropriate framework for assessing benefits. Traditional empirical portfolio analysis as in Stambaugh (1987, 1989) , Gibbons, Ross and Shanken (1989) , MacKinlay and Richardson (1991) , Wang (1998) and Britten-Jones (1999) has typically focused on the mean and variance (MV) characteristics of assets. To quantify the risk-return tradeoff a reward-to-risk ratio developed by Sharpe (1966) is commonly used. One joint criticism of MV analysis and the Sharpe ratio is not explicitly recognized by previous studies; the Sharpe ratio can rank investments in an illogical manner when an investment's excess return is negative. In "normal" market conditions mean variance analysis may provide entirely satisfactory results and the added expense of conducting an alternative analysis may be unnecessary. However, during periods of market disruptions or high volatility many assets may yield negative mean returns making mean variance analysis problematical.
In contrast, Porter, Wart and Ferguson (1973, pg. 71) state that the theory of stochastic dominance (SD) as developed by Hadar and Russell (1969) , Hanoch and Levy (1969) , Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970) and Whitmore (1970) "has been shown to be theoretically superior to all of these 'moment methods'. Kuosmanen (2001) suggests that SD is attractive because it is effectively non-parametric as no explicit specification of the agent's utility function or restrictions on the functional form of the probability distribution are required. Instead, the SD method relies on rather general assumptions about investor non-satiety and risk preferences. Additionally, it considers the entire distribution rather than just selected moments. So it may be a more robust approach, especially in times of high market volatility.
But there is a potential difficulty with implementing SD analysis as described in Levy (1992, pg. 580 ): "It is well known that one of the disadvantages of SD analysis in comparison to MV analysis is that in the SD framework we do not have yet an algorithm to find the SD efficient diversification strategies." In fact, apparent interest in SD methods seems to have waned during the 1990s after a flurry of research activity in the 1970s and 80s, perhaps due to the difficulty Levy describes. However, recent advances in the implementation of these techniques by Levy (1998) , Kuosmanen (2001) and Post (2001) has made SD analysis more accessible and relevant.
This research uses SD analysis methods developed in Porter et al. (1973) , and advanced by Levy (1998) to assess international portfolio diversification benefits.
Then, SD analysis is compared to the results of mean-variance analysis of diversification benefits to assess any complementarity of approaches and the robustness of the SD findings.
Also, previous research has typically examined the question of international diversification benefits from the perspective of a United States-based investor.
Although some work has been done from a non-U.S. investor's viewpoint, for example, Japanese, German and British viewpoints in Odier and Solnik (1993) , Japanese in Eun and Resnick (1994) and New Zealand by Meyer and Rose (2003) , no similar research that the authors are aware of, specifically employs SD analysis in examining this question. SD analysis is utilized in this study to determine if access to larger, overseas markets provides portfolio diversification benefits to investors in a small market like New Zealand.
Another important issue examined is rooted in comments by Elton and Gruber (1995, pg. 280 ) that insufficient analysis of the persistence of diversification benefits beyond the portfolio formation period has been conducted. Many studies of the benefits of international diversification employ historical data when forming portfolios. Then domestic portfolios are compared to internationally-diversified portfolios over a common period . This approach effectively assumes perfect foresight so it is not surprising that these studies conclude that the domestic portfolios dominate those that are diversified internationally. The perfect foresight issue is overcome here by determining efficient portfolio weighting schemes (PWS) in an ex-ante period. Exactly the same PWS are then used in conjunction with asset returns in two subsequent, non-overlapping, ex-post periods. More realistic tests for international diversification benefits can be undertaken once historical return data are used to generate expectations and ex-post returns are used to conduct out-of-sample tests.
These results may then be contrasted with similar tests like those in Jorion (1985) , Grauer and Hakkansson (1987) and Meyer and Rose (2003) which do find benefits from international diversification.
Several secondary issues are also addressed in this work. First, does evidence of SD for a given portfolio (in comparison to other portfolios) in one period of analysis carry over into a subsequent, non-overlapping period? Second, does a dominant high return/high risk portfolio weighting scheme within a given portfolio, continue to dominate a lower return/lower risk scheme in a subsequent period? Third, on the basis of the portfolios analyzed, which of the different types of SD best detect dominance? 1 Unit trusts are essentially the equivalent to U.S. mutual funds. Further, reference to a given unit trust as a New Zealand, or Australian, etc. trust refers to the country of origin. The exact composition of all assets comprising the trust is not known as this is considered proprietary information and disclosure is not legally required in New Zealand. 2 The start of the Asian Crisis is typically taken to be June 1997 when the Thai baht reached its relative low point versus the U.S. dollar and other major currencies.
The results of stochastic dominance tests comparing New-Zealand-only portfolios to internationally-diversified portfolios indicate only third-order SD (TSD) tests exhibit consistent ability to detect dominant portfolios. Based on the TSD (and to a lesser extent SSD) tests NZO portfolios are found to stochastically dominate the other four internationally-diversified portfolios. Further, the least internationally-diverse ten-asset portfolio exhibits SD over the three more diversified 16-asset portfolios.
Comparison of low risk/return portfolio weighting schemes to high risk/return schemes within each portfolio in the ex-ante period shows that neither portfolio focus dominates. However, in the two ex-post periods low risk/return focus weighting schemes are found to be dominant almost without exception. Mean variance analysis using the Sharpe ratio shows that more internationally-diverse portfolios offer significantly better risk-return tradeoffs compared to their less-diverse counterparts.
On the other hand, analysis using the coefficient of variation does not generally (seven of 40 significant comparisons) indicate benefits from international diversification. In this sense, the CV analysis supports the SD results, while the Sharpe ratio tests do not.
II. Stochastic Dominance and International Diversification Benefits Literature
International portfolio diversification has been of interest to investors and academics since early studies by Grubel (1968) , Sarnat (1970) and Solnik (1974) indicated that significant reductions in risk could be obtained by inclusion of international securities. The size of these potential gains varies in studies but can be large as Eiteman, Stonehill and Moffett (1998) have indicated. They estimate gains on the order of 17.9-30.2% with short selling. Chang, Eun and Kolodny (1995) indicate that U.S. investors can even obtain these benefits while minimizing transaction costs by investing in closed-end country funds.
Many international portfolio diversification studies have examined the issue from a U.S. viewpoint. However, there are several studies that have considered the issue in an international setting. Odier and Solnik (1993) consider benefits to Japanese, German and U.K. investors. They conclude that benefits are similar to those of U.S.
investors. Eun and Resnick (1994) consider a Japanese viewpoint and conclude that benefits exist, though they are smaller than those enjoyed by U.S. investors. Meyer and Rose (2003) consider benefits to investors in a small, open economy. They conclude that international diversification can benefit a New Zealand investor and that benefits can mitigate the impact of a major market disturbance.
However, there is doubt that potential gains from international diversification can be obtained by investors. Rajan and Friedman (1997) provide evidence that international diversification benefits exist but also conclude that market segmentation plays a role in the existence of benefits. So as world markets become less segmented over time given changes in world trade and investment practices and regulations, the markets may become more correlated. If this occurs, the benefits of diversification will diminish. Complicating the issue is the fact that integration may be hard to measure. Ammer and Mei (1996) indicate financial and economic links often exhibit lags in transmission. Further, as Ratner (1992) and Solnik, Boucrelle and Le Fur (1996) point out, correlations between markets appear to change over time. This is especially true in times of high market volatility as illustrated by Longin and Solnik (1995) . Tuluca and Zwich (2001) confirm this artifact when they report a dramatic increase in bilateral co-movement of equity returns following the Asian crisis. This may explain why Shawky, Kuenzel and Mikhail (1997) , in a review of international portfolio diversification studies, conclude that the potential benefits are often hard to obtain in practice.
The studies reviewed above depend on the Markowitz two-moment model, though some consider other variants. An alternative that has been used to evaluate dominant strategies is stochastic dominance tests. Levy (1973) for example, uses FSD and SSD to see how changes in the size and makeup of the efficient set changes over an investment horizon. He finds, contrary to previous work, that the efficient set decreases with an increase in investment horizon. Tehranian (1980) concludes that higher degrees of stochastic dominance rules offer consistent rankings and discriminate similar to mean variance or mean semivariance rules. Russell and Seo (1980) provide a procedure for identifying diversified portfolios using stochastic dominance rules. They conclude that stochastic dominance compares well with minimum variance as an indicator of expected utility. Kuosmanen (2001) and Post (2001) both develop tests of SD efficiency in regard to the problem of portfolio selection and optimization. They suggest that their analysis and methods should act as a stimulus to further research that applies SD tests to the issue of portfolio evaluation.
III. Stochastic Dominance and Hypotheses Analyzed

A. Description of Stochastic Dominance
The Markowitz model, where decision makers were assumed to have quadratic utility functions with negative second derivatives has been widely criticized.
Criticisms include restrictions on the type of risk preference implied and the normality of the data required to undertake the analysis. Further, the quadratic utility function implies that beyond some wealth level the investor's marginal utility becomes negative. In contrast, Stochastic Dominance can be used as an alternative method to examine portfolio construction and rankings.
The stochastic dominance technique uses the entire probability density function rather than a finite number of moments so can be considered less restrictive. There are no assumptions made concerning the form of the return distributions and not much information on investor preferences is needed to rank alternatives. Higher order SD tests have increasingly more stringent conditions to meet. The advantage of the higher order SD tests is their power of discrimination, but the cost is the addition of restrictions placed on the efficient alternatives set.
B. Testable Hypotheses
The principal objective of this research is to employ tests for stochastic dominance in detecting the impact of international diversification. The research question considers whether the portfolio of an investor in a small, open economy, represented by New Zealand, can attain diversification benefits through the addition of off-shore investments to an initially NZ-only portfolio. Discussion of the actual portfolio formation methods and the dataset formation are described in Section 4.
However, for expository convenience, the discussion here is based on the assumption that efficient portfolios may be formed. The objective above is highlighted in The theoretical superiority of SD tests in comparison to MV analysis is emphasized in several studies such as Porter, et al. (1973) and Kuosmanen (2001 Hong Kong-based unit trusts is formed. It is termed the NZHA portfolio (alternately P10). Six Japanese-based UTs are added to the NZHA portfolio and this is labeled the NZHAJ (P16A) portfolio. An alternate sixteen-asset 4 portfolio is formed using the P10 unit trusts plus six U.K. trusts termed the NZHAU (P16B) portfolio. Finally, the most internationally-diversified portfolio is formed using a combination of the P10 assets, three Japanese and three U.K. unit trusts. This last portfolio is termed the NZHAJU (P16C) grouping.
The portfolio return inputs utilized in determining the efficient weighting schemes in the ex-ante period are calculated as the arithmetically annualized monthly returns. All non-NZ denominated unit trust prices are first converted into NZ dollars.
5
3 Unit trusts based in Australia, Hong Kong, Japan and the U.K. are chosen to provide international diversification in this study as these countries are all important trading partners for New Zealand and thus might be thought to represent natural choices for a NZ investor. No U.S. mutual funds are employed as preliminary analysis conducted on a random sample of 100 funds, during the ex-ante period, showed that the U.S. funds' risk-return characteristics tended to dominate the unit trusts chosen for inclusion. 4 Sixteen assets are chosen as the maximum number of UTs in a given portfolio based on research in O'Neal (1997) showing that the reduction of terminal wealth variability via increasing the number of mutual funds in a portfolio (formed of mutual funds) after sixteen, increases at a decreasing rate. 5 The sensitivity of the potential results to exchange-rate effects is analyzed through a comparison of the converted and non-converted returns. t-Tests (F-tests) for differences in monthly return means (variances) are found to be insignificant in 24 of 24 (21 of 24) cases. These results suggest that Mean-variance efficient portfolios (eg. Markowitz, 1952 Markowitz, , 1959 are constructed using the Elton/Gruber/Blake (EGB) Intellipro software entitled "The Investment Portfolio", v. 2.5 (1998). The settings utilized assume no risk-free asset given that the average rates on the NZ government stock (short-term T-Bill equivalent) used in both ex-post periods are higher than the returns on the majority of the returns generated by the portfolio weighting schemes. If investment in the risk-free asset had been a choice it would naturally have been a dominant investment, which would not yield any useful results regarding portfolio diversification benefits. A second relevant setting precludes short sales, because in New Zealand, the short selling of securities is legally prohibited. Thus, portfolio weights that imply short positions are deemed to be inappropriate from a NZ investor's perspective on practical grounds. A final issue in regard to the settings used in choosing the portfolio weighting schemes is that minimum and maximum investment weights 6 are explicitly incorporated. Elton and Gruber (1995, pg. 105) note that portfolio managers often are constrained by not making too large (or too small) an investment in one particular asset given the potential risk (costs) involved. Further, evidence in Jagannathan and Ma (2002) supports the concept that imposing portfolio weight constraints reduces the risk in optimally-estimated portfolios. Finally, a top NZ unit trust manager has disclosed to the authors that she always imposes maximum and minimum investment constraints on her investments. Her investment strategy might therefore be thought to exemplify that of the "prudent man" or average investor in NZ, although, a trust manager with millions of dollars under management would normally be deemed a sophisticated investor.
The EGB software uses the mean monthly returns to calculate the mean portfolio return) on the basis of weighting schemes that it determines to be efficient. Portfolio variance is calculated using the traditional Markowitz "full-covariance" formula.
Points along the efficient frontier are traced out by minimizing risk subject to a given level of risk. Further, the weights must be positive and conform to the minima/and maxima cited previously.
exchange-rate conversions have only a minor impact on the international diversification benefits analysis. 6 The minimum weight for the six-and ten-asset portfolios is 5%, while that for the 16-asset portfolios equals 2%. The maximum weights for the six-, ten-and 16-asset portfolios are 60%, 55%, and 50%, respectively.
After the software solves the quadratic minimization problem it generates a graphic depiction of the efficient frontier for a particular combination of portfolio assets. For each of the five portfolios, the portfolio weighting scheme that yields the minimum variance portfolio (MVP) serves as the starting point, i.e., the first usable set of weights. Working upwards along the frontier, the weights are determined for the PWS that produces "target returns" (or "target standard deviations") in 1% (2%) intervals.
This procedure produces a maximum of 25 target return PWSs ranging from a return of 8% up to 32%. An identical approach yields a maximum of 28 target standard deviation (SD) PWSs ranging from a 12% SD up to an SD of 66%. Since the MVP portfolio effectively targets the lowest variance in the within-portfolio analysis that follows, the MVP weighting scheme is treated as a target standard deviation PWS.
This procedure is followed for all five portfolios using ex-ante period data.
In performing the calculations of portfolio return and variance in the ex-post periods the weights determined in the ex-ante period once again are purposefully employed. One point concerning the calculation of the portfolio returns in the two expost periods needs to be elaborated. Rather than using an arithmetic mean of the monthly return(s) as in the ex-ante period, the ex-post returns are based on a beginning-of-period to end-of-period buy-and-hold return. To make this point clearer, the calculation of the arithmetically-annualized ex-post sub-period A return on UT i is shown in (1) below.
where the date subscripts represent the month/year of the theoretical position initiation and reversal. This ex-post, buy-and-hold return is meant to represent the achievable return that an investor would have earned in these two periods, assuming that they did not rebalance their portfolio weights from those estimated in the ex-ante period. The return calculations and analysis are also conducted inclusive of transactions costs as represented by buying at the entry (ask) price and selling at the exit (bid) price, as well as including additional commissions characterized by a sample of NZ brokers as typical. The conclusions regarding diversification benefits are not substantively different from those reported in this study.
B. Stochastic Dominance Tests and Mean Variance Analysis
Procedure for Conducting Stochastic Dominance Tests
Three stochastic dominance (SD) rules are used in this paper to analyze empirical data. They include first-, second-and third-degree stochastic dominance. A brief outline of the algorithms used to assess stochastic dominance in the framework of uniform discrete distributions is provided in this subsection. For complete, rigorous discussion of these SD criteria, the reader is referred to Levy (1998) .
For first degree stochastic dominance (FSD) n observations of rates of return on portfolios F and G are denoted by x and y respectively, and ranked in an ascending order as x 1 ≤ x 2 ≤ …≤ x n and y 1 ≤ y 2 ≤ …≤ y n . Each observation x i (y i ) is assigned an equal probability 1/n. Portfolio F is said to dominate portfolio G by FSD, if and only if x i ≥ y i for all i = 1, 2, …, n where at least one strict inequality holds. FSD is the weakest assumption on preferences because all that is assumed is monotonicity:
investors like more money rather than less money and are non satiated so no corner solution is possible. Now consider second degree stochastic dominance (SSD). Based on the ranking of n observations and assigning a probability of 1/n to each observation in the FSD case above, define x y ≥ for all i = 1, 2, …, n where at least one strict inequality holds. SSD adds risk aversion to the nonsatiety assumption made by FSD.
Expected utility is smaller or equal to the utility of expected returns, so concave utility functions are now assumed. Since Jensen's Inequality holds, risk averters will not play a fair game and will be willing to pay to insure their wealth.
For third degree stochastic dominance (TSD), the results of 
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The violation of any one of these three conditions means that F cannot dominate G, and so there is no point in proceeding to see whether the other two conditions hold for TSD dominance. TSD assumes that the investor dislikes negative skewness and likes positive skewness as the third derivative of Utility is positive. So though people may be risk averse, they still prefer positive skewness. This explains why it is often observed that market participants buy insurance (limit downside risk) while at the same time participate in lotteries (increase the opportunity for wealth change). This assumption is also based on the observation that the higher an investor's wealth, the smaller the risk premium that he/she will be willing to pay to insure a given loss.
It is important to note that FSD dominance implies SSD dominance and SSD dominance implies TSD dominance, but not vice versa. Note also that, if F cannot dominate G, this does not automatically imply the dominance of G over F: it is necessary to check whether G dominates F by going through the above-mentioned procedures. In addition, the transitive rule states that if F dominates G and G dominates H by some decision rule, then F dominates H by the same decision rule. To reduce the number of comparisons, this transitive rule is employed.
The software used for writing the computer codes is TSP 4.5. Four steps are involved in performing the tests. As step 1, in accordance with the mean necessary condition for SD dominance (by all SD rules) that the superior investment must have a higher (or equal) mean rate of return, the mean rates of return of all investments are calculated. They are next compared to each other, and then are ranked in descending order. The algorithms of three SD rules used in these comparisons are as described above and these are incorporated in the three TSP codes (for FSD, SSD and TSD respectively) written by one of the authors. So essentially, the second step in FSD tests (which is step 3 for SSD tests, and is step 4 for TSD tests) is to determine if the portfolio with the highest mean exhibits SD in comparison to all other portfolios with lower means. Although these results are not shown in the tables, the second step (or third and fourth steps) is also conducted in order of decreasing means, i.e., for the second-highest mean portfolio vs. all other lower mean-return portfolios, thirdhighest mean portfolio vs. all other lower-mean portfolios, and so on. 
Mean Variance Measures
The issue of the appropriateness of using the Sharpe ratio to assess MV portfolio diversification benefits has been raised earlier. The Sharpe ratio is calculated by dividing the standard deviation of the return on portfolio i into the difference of the mean return on portfolio I and the average return on the risk free asset.
Evidence suggesting intuitive problems with the Sharpe ratio is portrayed in Columns four and five show the Sharpe ratio and its ranking (least negative, gets highest ranking) among those shown in the figure. 8 All of these supplemental-table results are available from the authors upon request. Column six shows the coefficient of variation (CV). The CV is calculated by dividing the mean of the portfolio return into its standard deviation. Column seven shows the ranking of the coefficients of variation where the portfolio where the CV closest to zero receives the highest ranking. Figure 1 shows that the PWS yielding both the highest mean return and lowest standard deviation is for the 8% Target Return. This combination yields a coefficient of variation of 0.666, which ranks as number one in comparison to the CV results for the other 24 PWS shown. To calculate the Sharpe ratio in the ex-post A period, the risk-free rate utilized equals the mean of the NZ 90-day government stock mid-rates over this period, which is 8.963%. Somewhat surprisingly, the 30% Target Return (TR) PWS with a mean return of 3.845% and standard deviation of 18.770% yields the Sharpe ratio that is ranked number one. In comparison to the 8% Target Return portfolio, this 30% TR PWS has a return that is both lower and a standard deviation that is higher. Indeed, Figure 1 shows that 24 PWS with both a lower mean return and higher standard deviation are ranked higher than that of the 8% TR portfolio on the basis of the Sharpe ratio. In contrast, the simpler CV ranks the 30% TR portfolio in 23 rd place. When taken together, the statistics shown in Figure 1 call into question the logic of the Sharpe ratio rankings. Indeed, a case might be made that the simpler coefficients of variation provide a more logical ranking of the portfolios. Because of this issue regarding the logical ordering of MV results, both the Sharpe ratio and CV are employed to compare MV analysis with the findings of the SD tests in the following section. Perhaps the most striking result in Table 1 is shown in columns four and five and offers evidence on Hypothesis 3. Specifically, using first-degree SD tests, pairwise comparisons of the five portfolios show that neither portfolio exhibits FSD in any comparison, in any period. The fact that FSD tests employ only the nonsatiety (more is preferred to less) assumption is apparently not restrictive enough to draw comparative inferences. The results depicted in columns six and seven for secondorder SD suggest that SSD tests have a better ability to find portfolios that dominate each other stochastically. These SSD tests, based on the assumptions of both nonsatiety and risk aversion are significant in roughly one-half (22/40) of all comparisons. But, the third-order SD tests show the greatest evidence of stochastic dominance as 39 of 40 comparisons are significant. Because the SSD and TSD dominance results are internally consistent with each other, discussion of the pairwise analysis will focus largely on the TSD findings.
V. Empirical Results
A. Stochastic Dominance Tests for Diversification Benefits Across Portfolios
Table 1 Stochastic Dominance Paired Sample Comparison for All Target Return Combinations
P6 is the six-asset New-Zealand Only (NZO) portfolio. P10 (NZHA) is a ten-asset portfolio composed of New Zealand (4), Australian (3) and Hong Kong (3) unit trusts. P16A (NZHAJ) is a sixteen-asset portfolio that contains the ten NZHA assets plus six Japanese unit trusts. P16B (NZHAU) is a sixteen-asset portfolio containing the NZHA assets plus six unit trusts from the United Kingdom. P16C (NZHAJU) is a sixteen-asset portfolio formed with the NZHA assets plus three Japanese and three UK unit trusts. FSD, SSD or TSD refers to first-, second-and thirdorder stochastic dominance, respectively. Freq (frequency) reports the ratio of portfolio weighting schemes (in a given portfolio) that stochastically dominate their paired counterpart. The null version of Hypothesis 1 is stated such that adding (more) international unit trusts to a wholly-domestic (less-diversified) portfolio will yield increased diversification benefits. The TSD (and also SSD) tests do not support Hypothesis 1, independent of the period of analysis. In comparing P6 to the more-diversified portfolios, i.e., P10, P16A, P16B and P16C, the NZO portfolio is found to be uniformly stochastically dominant in 16 of 16 cases across all four periods. Further, P10 similarly dominates (using TSD, and sometimes SSD) its more-diversified counterparts, P16A, P16B and P16C, in 10 of 10 cases, again across all periods.
The only (albeit, very limited) evidence of benefits through increased international diversification shown in Table 1 is due to P16C, the most diversified portfolio, but only as compared to its 16-asset counterparts. Across all periods, P16C
dominates either P16A or P16B in 6/8 comparisons. This evidence is in marked contrast to the evidence of greater benefits through increased diversification shown in Grauer and Hakkansson (1987) , Jorion (1985) and Meyer and Rose (2003) . Table 1 also provides evidence in regard to Hypothesis 2 that portfolio SD is persistent across differing time frames. Again, given its greater discriminatory power the discussion focuses on TSD. In contrast to the previous rejection of Hypothesis 1, a particular combination of portfolio assets, especially in regard to P6 and P10, which stochastically dominates in the ex-ante period, is similarly found to dominate in both subsequent periods, as well as over the combined time-frame of analysis. P16C exhibits some evidence of persistent dominance, but it is not uniform, as are P6 and P10.
The stochastic dominance test results for international diversification benefits between the five portfolio combinations, across the four periods, are repeated for the portfolios formed using target standard deviation weighting schemes. These results are reported in Table 2 and they largely mirror the tests based on target return weighting schemes. Briefly, FSD proves to have no discriminatory power, less diversified portfolios largely exhibit SD over their more diversified counterparts and evidence of SD from period-to-period is persistent. Given that the PWS in Table 2 are developed on the basis of target risk rather than return, the constancy of results is evidence of the robustness of our findings.
Table 2 Stochastic Dominance Paired Sample Comparison for All Target Standard Deviation Combinations
P6 is the six-asset New-Zealand Only (NZO) portfolio. P10 (NZHA) is a ten-asset portfolio composed of New Zealand (4), Australian (3) and Hong Kong (3) unit trusts. P16A (NZHAJ) is a sixteen-asset portfolio that contains the ten NZHA assets plus six Japanese unit trusts. P16B (NZHAU) is a sixteen-asset portfolio containing the NZHA assets plus six unit trusts from the United Kingdom. P16C (NZHAJU) is a sixteen-asset portfolio formed with the NZHA assets plus three Japanese and three UK unit trusts. FSD, SSD or TSD refers to first-, second-and thirdorder stochastic dominance, respectively. Freq (frequency) reports the ratio of portfolio weighting schemes (in a given portfolio) that stochastically dominate their paired counterpart. 
B. Stochastic Dominance Tests within Portfolios
Another dimension of the applicability of the stochastic dominance tests employed in this study addresses the question of whether a particular portfolio weighting scheme focus (i.e., either high return/high risk versus low return/low risk) stochastically dominates others within a given portfolio. A second issue is whether any apparent dominance is persistent beyond the formation period, or across subsequent periods. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 3 .
As a starting point, Table 3 also provides evidence regarding the usefulness of FSD versus the more restrictive SSD and TSD applications. Consistent with the previous evidence, FSD tests are found to offer no significant discriminatory ability between PWS within the portfolios, in the ex-ante, the two ex-post periods or the combined ex-post period.
A second finding Table 3 shows is that in the ex-ante period, no particular portfolio focus (equivalently, no PWS), whether high, medium, or low return/risk, is found to be stochastically dominant at any of the three levels of SD evaluated. A necessary condition for a given portfolio weighting scheme (say PWS (A)) to dominate a different PWS (B) is that PWS (A) must have a higher mean. In the exante period, the highest target return or highest target standard deviation with the highest return PWS, will by definition be the only scheme that can possibly stochastically dominate all other PWS. This finding that the scheme specifically developed to yield the highest return is not dominant is quite interesting given that perfect foresight is effectively applied in the ex-ante period to determine efficient portfolios. This result lends support to the Elton and Gruber (1995, pg. 280) contention that analysis conducted using out-of-sample is highly desirable. Table 3 also provides evidence regarding stochastically dominant portfolio weighting schemes within portfolios in the two out-of-sample ex-post periods. For the P6 portfolio, the lowest target return portfolio (R08) and the lowest target standard deviation portfolio (S12) have the highest mean returns in both the ex-post A and expost B periods, as well as the combined period. Based on both SSD and TSD tests, this PWS dominates all other weighting schemes.
Table 3 Stochastic Dominance Results for Comparisons within Portfolios based on Targeted Return and Risk Weighting Schemes
P6 is the six-asset New-Zealand Only (NZO) portfolio. P10 (NZAH) is a ten-asset portfolio composed of New Zealand (4), Australian (3) and Hong Kong (3) unit trusts. P16A (NZAHJ) is a sixteen-asset portfolio that contains the ten NZAH assets plus six Japanese unit trusts. P16B (NZAHU) is a sixteen-asset portfolio containing the NZAH assets plus six unit trusts from the United Kingdom. P16C (NZAHJU) is a sixteen-asset portfolio formed with the NZAH assets plus three Japanese and three UK unit trusts. FSD, SSD or TSD refers to first-, second-and third-order stochastic dominance (StochDom), respectively. In the "Highest Mean" columns, Rxx (Sxx) refers to the portfolio weighting scheme that produces a return (standard deviation) of xx percent in the ex-ante portfolio formation period. In the "Dominate Lower µ's" (means) column, the ratio in parentheses denotes how many comparisons, out of the total, yield a significant dominating result. SMVP denotes the target standard deviation minimum variance portfolio. The results for portfolio P10 in regard to stochastically-dominant portfolio weighting schemes virtually mirror those described above for P6. The lowest target return (R08) and lowest target standard deviation (S14) portfolio weighting schemes produce the highest mean returns in both ex-post periods and the combined period.
Similarly, based on the SSD and TSD tests these two PWS's dominate virtually all of their within-portfolio counterparts. This result is also consistent across both periods and supports Hypothesis 2.
Portfolio 16A also yields results that are quite similar to those for P6 and P10 in regard to stochastic dominance of low return/low risk strategies in ex-post period A and the combined ex-post period. The lowest target return PWS of R08 is dominant in both periods based on SSD and TSD. Using SSD and TSD tests the S12 target standard deviation PWS dominates all other PWS's in ex-post period A and the combined ex-post period. A somewhat different result is found in ex-post period B in which a medium return target PWS (R17) and a medium standard deviation target PWS (S30) have the highest means and dominate a majority of the other schemes.
However, R17 does not dominate the R08 PWS, nor does the S30 PWS dominate the S12 PWS.
The ex-post period A findings for Portfolio 16B are similar to those for P6, P10, P16A and P16C, at least in regard to the PWS that exhibits the most pervasive SD.
The R31 target return has the highest mean but it only exhibits SSD and TSD over 4 of 24 counterparts. On the other hand, the R09 PWS turns out to exhibit the most examples of dominance, i.e., it dominates 12 of 24 counterparts. The minimum variance portfolio target standard deviation (SMVP) PWS turns out to have the highest means in this period. It evidences stochastic dominance over 20 of 28 target standard deviation counterparts. The fact that higher return PWSs yield higher means in ex-post period A may presumably be traceable 9 to the six U.K. unit trusts that numerically account for 37.5% of the assets in the portfolio. Interestingly, in ex-post period B, even P16B reverts back to low return/low risk portfolio weighting schemes evidencing SD. Target return scheme R08 exhibits SD over 19 of 24 higher return schemes using both SSD and TSD. The minimum variance portfolio earns the highest return for P16B in this period and it proves to dominate a large majority (22/28) of its higher risk counterparts. In the combined ex-post period, the R09,and SMVP,portfolios yield the highest means and dominate 19/24, and 22/28 of their counterparts, respectively.
The P16C SD test results are similar to those previously described for the P6, P10, and P16A portfolios. Namely, the lowest target return (R08) and the lowest target standard deviation (SMVP) PWS's stochastically dominate all other weighting schemes within their target group in the ex-post A period and the combined period.
These two weighting schemes also yield the highest mean in ex-post period B, within their group. R08 exhibits SD over all target return counterparts, although SMVP only dominates two of 27 comparisons.
The Table 3 The analysis drawn from Table 3 supports a central tenet of finance theory, i.e., that there is a direct relationship between risk and return. In the ex-ante period the New Zealand, Japanese and Hong Kong markets exhibited the best relative performances. The efficient weighting schemes developed on this basis tended to give some of the unit trusts (especially the high return/high risk assets) in these markets 9 Summary analysis of the returns on the six U.K. UTs shows that their overall mean return, across all months (in the ex-post A period) for these UTs equals 10.21%. The similarly-calculated mean for the other ten assets equals 4.44%. Although the following supposition is not formally tested, it seems likely that the six U.K. assets performed relatively better in this particular period, compared to the other assets in the analysis. To generate higher risk/return target PWS's, higher risk/return assets would have higher weights in the ex-ante period. In a largely positive return (U.K.) market, these weighting schemes should then be expected to produce better results in a follow-up period.
larger weights. However, in the two ex-post periods these high risk assets suffered disproportionately from market conditions directly before, and during the Asian Crisis. Thus, in the ex-post periods, the portfolio weighting schemes originally developed to produce low (target) returns or low (target standard deviations) risk, suffer less from the economic downturn. Thus they prove to dominate their higher return/risk counterparts.
C. Mean-Variance Analysis of Portfolio Diversification Benefits
The previous evidence developed using SD tests may be broadly taken as
showing that for the portfolios and time periods analyzed, less well-diversified portfolios exhibit dominance. This is evidence against the null version of Hypothesis 1 predicting benefits from greater diversification.. A question of some comparative interest is whether the same conclusion would in fact, be reached on the basis of mean-variance analysis? Hypothesis 4 is specifically developed to test if the SD findings in regard to international diversification benefits are supported by similar mean-variance analysis. Table 4 provides the results of MV analysis which is similar to that shown in Tables 1 and 2 using SD tests. As the previous target return and target standard deviation portfolio weighting schemes produce essentially the same results, in this analysis all PWS within a given portfolio are aggregated to conduct tests for international diversification benefits across portfolios. The four panels in Table 4 depict the portfolio means, standard deviations and t-tests for the ex-ante, two ex-post periods and the combined ex-post periods. Parametric t-tests for significant differences in means using two MV measures are shown in the table. The first measure of the return-risk tradeoff for the MV analysis is the well-known and previously-discussed Sharpe (1966) ratio. Given the concerns with the Sharpe ratio cited in sub-Section IV.B.2, the coefficient of variation is also employed in the MV analysis. In the discussion below that cites comparisons based on a particular measure of performance, there are technically a total of 20 comparisons, i.e., five portfolios versus four other portfolios. However, since the description starts with P6 versus the other four portfolios, the comparative discussion of P10, for example, will only relate to the remaining three portfolios that have not already been discussed, and so on.
Table 4 t-Tests for Significant Differences between Sharpe Ratios and Coefficients of Variation Across Portfolios
P6 is the six-asset New-Zealand Only (NZO) portfolio. P10 (NZHA) is a ten-asset portfolio composed of New Zealand (4), Australian (3) and Hong Kong (3) unit trusts (UTs). P16A (NZHAJ) is a sixteen-asset portfolio that contains the ten NZHA assets plus six Japanese UTs. P16B (NZAHU) is a sixteen-asset portfolio containing the NZAH assets plus six UTs from the United Kingdom. P16C (NZAHJU) is a sixteen-asset portfolio formed with the NZHA assets plus three Japanese and three UK UTs. µ(R p ) is the mean return across all portfolio weighting schemes within a given portfolio, over the period indicated, while SD(R p ) is the standard deviation of the portfolio returns. Sharpe (Coef Var) is the Sharpe ratio (coefficient of variation) calculated on the basis of the mean and SD shown in the The top panel of results is for the ex-ante period and these are in marked contrast to the stochastic dominance tests. Whereas, the SD tests do not identify significant differences between any of the portfolios in this period, of the 20 combined acrossportfolio tests (for both Sharpe ratios and coefficients of variation), 15 are significant, at a minimally 5% level, based on the p-values shown. In fact, a careful comparison of the significant results is almost directly opposite to those found using the SD tests.
For example, seven of the eight P6 tests are significant, and of these seven, six are interpretable as showing that the more diversified portfolio has a significantly higher mean Sharpe ratio or a coefficient of variation that is closer to zero. For P10, this conclusion is even stronger given that all six comparisons (excluding those P6 ones previously discussed) show that the more diversified portfolios have significantly better MV measures than their less diversified counterparts. Of the six remaining comparisons, three are significant, and two support Hypothesis 1 regarding increased benefits due to international diversification.
In the ex-post A period, the P6 portfolio has a significantly poorer Sharpe ratio compared to all of the other four portfolios. Two of the three P10 Sharpe ratio comparisons are significant. One of these shows P10 to offer the better return-risk tradeoff (vs. P16A), while the other (vs. P16B) does not. Both 16B and P16C offer a significantly better tradeoff than P16A, while P16C is significantly better than P16B.
In sum, based on significant Sharpe ratios in the ex-post A period, more diversified portfolios are superior in seven of nine cases. Compared to the SD findings, these Sharpe ratio findings suggest rejection of Hypothesis 4 is appropriate.
Two of the four P6 CV comparisons are significant in the ex-post A period, but interestingly they both show the P6 portfolio to be superior. Two of the three P10 CV comparisons are significant and both show P10 to be better. The two previously undiscussed P16A CV t-tests are both significant but show that greater diversification is superior. Comparison of P16B to P16C shows P16B to offer a significantly better risk-return tradeoff. Overall, of the seven significant CV tests, five actually show that less diversification is preferred. It may be noted that these CV results are more similar to the SD test findings than were those based on the Sharpe ratio and this similarity supports Hypothesis 4.
The Sharpe ratio results in ex-post period B are nearly identical to those from expost period A. Portfolios P6, P10 and P16A have significantly inferior Sharpe ratios compared to their more diversified counterparts in 4/4, 2/3, and 2/2 cases, respectively. Considering the significant finding that P16B return-risk tradeoff is preferred to P16C, the overall score supporting greater diversification benefits, for the Sharpe ratios in this period, is eight out of ten. None of the CV t-tests turn out to be significant. Taken altogether the ex-post B period Sharpe ratio results support Hypothesis 1 and imply rejection of Hypothesis 4, while both the CV, and SD tests do the opposite.
The final period of analysis depicted in Table 4 is for the two combined ex-post periods. All ten of the Sharpe ratio comparisons are significant. Greater diversification offers a better return-risk tradeoff for P6 in two of four cases, for P10 in one of three cases, for P16A in two of two cases and for P16B in none of one case.
In comparison to the two ex-post periods analyzed individually, it is interesting that the summary Sharpe ratio statistics exhibit benefits from increased diversification in only 50% (5/10) of the cases (vs. 15/19 significant cases). In the combined (ex-post) period, the consistent insignificance of the CV comparisons mirrors the results from ex-post period B. Again, these CV results may be interpreted as rejecting Hypothesis 1 so more diversified portfolios appear superior to those less diversified. This rejection coincides with the findings from the SD analysis, therefore Hypothesis 4 is supported by CV analysis.
VI. Summary and Conclusions
The objective of this research is to apply tests for stochastic dominance to the question of whether internationally-diversified portfolios will dominate a wholly domestic portfolio formed of assets from a small, developed market perspective. A parallel question is whether increasingly more diversified portfolios will dominate their less-diverse counterparts. A six-asset portfolio of New Zealand-based unit trusts serves as the point of reference. Four internationally-diversified portfolios are formed by adding unit trusts from Australia, Hong Kong, Japan and the United Kingdom, to the New Zealand trusts.
Stochastic dominance tests compare five portfolios to each other in three nonoverlapping periods. The first period is termed the ex-ante or portfolio formation period. In this period, from May 1992 to January 1995, portfolio weighting schemes are identified that trace out an efficient frontier based on the assets used in each portfolio. These same weighting schemes are then employed in two subsequent periods to conduct out-of-sample, ex-post analysis. The first ex-post period (A) is from February 1995 to May 1996, and it should largely be unaffected by the Asian Crisis. The second ex-post period (B) spans June 1996 to May 1998 and includes the generally-accepted start of the Asian Crisis. This latter period is specifically designed to assess whether any diversification benefits will persist in a major economic downturn. Finally, the analysis is performed for the two ex-post periods combined to determine if the findings are period specific.
The NZ-only portfolio (P6) is found to stochastically dominate the other four portfolios in the ex-ante, ex-post A, ex-post B and the combined periods. Further, the second least diversified portfolio (termed P10) similarly proves to dominate its three more diverse counterparts across all four periods. These results do not support the hypothesis that adding international assets to a wholly domestic portfolio generate increased diversification benefits. Nor do they suggest that increased international diversification improves portfolio performance. There is however, some limited evidence (in 12 of 16 cases) that the most diversified portfolio (P16C) dominates the other two sixteen-asset portfolios (P16A and P16B). This across-portfolio analysis also yields evidence on two other issues. First, the fact that the SD exhibited by P6 and P10 applies across all periods analyzed shows that the evidence regarding diversification benefits is not period dependent, or equivalently, it is persistent. Second, of the three types of stochastic dominance tests employed, first-order SD tests that are based solely on the assumption of nonsatiety, prove unable to distinguish whether any portfolio dominates. More restrictive second-order SD tests that require the joint assumptions of nonsatiety and risk aversion prove able to detect dominance in 45 of 80 across-portfolio tests. Third-order SD tests that impose the additional assumption of positive skewness prove able to determine dominance in 79 of 80 comparisons.
A second application of SD analysis is to determine if a particular portfolio investment focus, i.e., low return/low risk, for example, dominates a high return/high risk focus, and does so persistently. A necessary condition for a particular portfolio weighting scheme to be stochastically dominant is that it must generate a higher mean return than the alternate schemes to which it is being compared. In the ex-ante formation period, PWS's are chosen on the basis of achieving either a target return (ranging from 8% to 32%) or a target standard deviation (minimum variance up to 66%). Thus, only two portfolio weighting schemes (maximum return, or standard deviation) could possibly dominate all of the other schemes within the portfolio. In fact, the SD tests show that in the ex-ante period, these two schemes do not prove dominant using any of the three different types of stochastic dominance. Conversely, using second-order, and third-order SD tests, the lowest return or lowest risk weighting schemes prove to dominate (generally all or a large majority) of their higher return/risk counterparts in both the ex-post periods, as well as the combined ex-post period. This finding applies to all five portfolios, with the sole exception being P16B, in ex-post period A. In this one case, a high return and a high risk weighting scheme proves dominant, due to the exceptional performance of the heavily-weighted U.K. assets and relatively tranquil market conditions in this period.
These results show that when markets experience greater uncertainty or even an economic crisis, low risk/low return investment strategies prove dominant. This fact is interesting because it supports the most basic tenet of finance, that there is a direct relationship between risk and return.
This research also examines the relative comparability of the SD findings regarding international diversification benefits to the results of parallel mean-variance analysis. The Sharpe ratio and the coefficient of variation are used as measures of the MV risk-return tradeoff. T-tests for differences in portfolio Sharpe ratio means support the hypothesis that more diversified portfolios offer a superior risk-return tradeoff in 27 of 36 significant comparisons, across the four periods of analysis. This finding is opposite to the SD test results in which the least diversified portfolios prove to dominate their more diversified counterparts.
Questions are raised about the logical consistency of the Sharpe ratio in some situations so an alternative, simpler measure of mean-variance attractiveness is also used to analyze diversification benefits. T-tests for cross-portfolio differences in mean CVs turn out to be significant in only 17 comparisons, and of these, seven cases show that less diversified portfolios offer a superior risk-return tradeoff. The remaining comparisons suggest no significant difference between more-and less-diversified portfolios. Thus, the CV tests exhibit a much closer correspondence to the SD-test findings.
To conclude, recent advances in stochastic dominance tests make it a usable tool in assessing the benefits of greater portfolio diversification. Given its theoretical superiority over traditional mean-variance analysis, it should also prove a versatile analytical tool in other finance applications. Finally, a general conclusion from this research is that in at least some applications, for example in conditions of high market volatility, SD analysis could be used in conjunction with mean variance analysis to add additional insight into portfolio formulation decisions.
